Coventry “Climax”...

Barry (386) the Dutchman is really flying... up over the unfortunate Reg Pryor (109) car (unseen), pushed there by the fast following pack in the early stages of the third heat of the Heart of England Championship meeting last month. Tony Southam (204) has turned round for a better view of the proceedings while Hailey Calvert (351) thanks his lucky stars that he is just out of the Dutchman’s range. George Ansell takes avoiding action and goes on to win this event: Jim Potter gets trapped in on the fence side, and Geoff Harrison is just coming into the picture, finishing fourth. Potter got free to finish fifth, and Freddie Mitchell can be seen just moving out of the picture on the left. Quite a mix-up!
The cigar-smoking Yank sitting in car 66 is TED JANES, now retired from the US Air Force, but back working at the base as a civilian. Looking like he has a care for every day of the year is GRAHAM SPRING (365) of Evesham.